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Story

A friendship in the heart of Salonga Park.

The jungle is beautiful and full of secrets. But the life of the animals there is also dangerous. Come along on

a journey into the green wilderness!

On a rainy night, the baby monkey Mbula is born under the dense canopy of the jungle. Congo parrot Muyi

watches this moment with fascination and befriends Mbula. The two quickly become inseparable and

secretly explore the wonders and dangers of the rainforest on their own. But when the monkey child is

suddenly captured, only Muyi can save him ...

The wonders of the rainforest

Exciting adventures, amazing wonders of nature and the exciting lives of animals - this children's

book series takes boys and girls aged 8 and up into the different habitats of the earth. Whether in the

deep sea, in the vast savannah, in the dense forest or in the wild jungle: in these stories, animals

experience wonderful and at the same time moving adventures. Children are immersed in the world of

animals, become enthusiastic about the diversity of nature and learn many new things on the knowledge

pages. With touching and cool black-and-white illustrations. Educational like a non-fiction book and

touching like a Disney classic! For fans of Peter Wohlleben and Karsten Brensing.
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More titles in this series

The Secret Life of Animals - The Black Tigress (Vol. 2, Jungle)
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